The Lovango Resort & Beach Club
Our Lovango Day Excursions by Ferry

From Red Hook, St. Thomas every day, February 5th-June 15, 2020
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30-minute ferry ride

Lunch on Lovango/Time on St. John/Two island afternoon excursion!
• Leave Red Hook at 12:00 Noon
$20 per person round trip to/from Lovango

From Red Hook, enjoy the ferry ride to Lovango for lunch (lunch additional cost). 1 ¾ hours ashore on Lovango. After lunch you are
brought to Cruz Bay, St. John for sightseeing/beach time/shopping on your own. Catch the public ferry from St. John, Cruz Bay,
back to Red Hook on your own. Red Hook departures leave every hour on the hour until 11:00p.m. (An additional ferry fee)

Lunch and extended exploration time on Lovango/Time on St. John/
Two island afternoon excursion!
• Leave Red Hook at 12:00 Noon
$30 per person round trip ferry to/from Lovango

Hop the ferry from Red Hook to Lovango for lunch (lunch additional cost). 3 ¾ hours ashore on Lovango. After lunch and time to explore
the island you are brought to Cruz Bay, St. John for sightseeing/beach time/shopping on your own. Catch the public ferry from St. John,
Cruz Bay, back to Red Hook on your own. Red Hook departures leave every hour on the hour until 11:00p.m. (An additional ferry fee)

Sunset dinner excursion on Lovango/Time on St. John/Two Island evening excursion!
• Leave Red Hook on the 25 minute public ferry to St. John at 4:00p.m. or 5:00p.m
connecting in St. John to the Lovango Ferry leaving at 4:45p.m. or 5:45p.m.
1 3⁄4 hours ashore on Lovango for dinner (dinner additional cost). After dinner you are returned to Cruz Bay, St. John to walk around
town, have an ice cream or a cocktail. Catch the public ferry back to Red Hook on your own. Red Hook departures leave every hour until
11:00p.m. ($20 round trip per person for ferry between St. John and Lovango and an additional fee on the public ferry between Red
Hook and St. John)

The Island Offers:
• ZoZo’s H2O waterfront restaurant
open for lunch, cocktails and dinner
• Breathtaking views across the bay to
the BVI’s and all major USVI’s
• Walking trails, adventure drives and
visit one of the most exotic beach
destinations in the Caribbean
• Discover some of the best snorkeling
in the area - BYOG (Bring your own
snorkeling gear and towels)
• Come relax in our hammocks and enjoy
playing a round of cornhole and giant
Jenga

Children’s rate (12 and under) $5 off of a $20 trip fare and $10 off of a $30 fare.
USVI residents, with proper identification, receive a $3.00 r/t discount off all Lovango ferry tickets.

